HAZMAT REPRESENTATIVE ATTENDANCE:

Andrea Holmes  Physics Department Research Assistant
Aurelio Monarrez  MAE Electronics Technician
Chanman Park  MAE Materials Engineer
David Rigmaiden  Space Systems Lab Manager
Dragoslav Grbovic  Physics Department Assistant Professor
Frank Blevins  Calibration Laboratory Director
Jay Adeff  Physics Department General Engineer
John Gibson  MAE Engineering Tech
Juan Gonzalez  Systems Engineering Lab Coordinator
LtCol Joshua Green  Information Sciences Assistant Professor
Richard Lind  Meteorologist
Bob Gentry  ITACS Manager
Sam Hornbeck  Library Resources Specialist
Tarry Rago  Oceanographer

SAFETY COORDINATOR ATTENDANCE:

Andy Andersen  Security Manager
AT2 Tommy Pierce  Lab Technician
Bob Gentry  ITACS Manager
CDR Jefferson McCollum  GSBPP Program Officer
Chris Komar  GSEAS Administrative Officers
COL Ian Rice  Military Instructor
Dave Rigmaiden  Space Systems Lab Manager
Janet Borchardt  Secretary to Dean of GSOIS
LCDR John Kelly
LtCol Joshua Green  Information Sciences Assistant Professor
LT Lisa Carroll  Training Officer
Richard Lind  Meteorologist
Sharee Kelso-Costa  Academic Services Specialist

SAFETY REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDANCE:

Amy Munoz  Administrative Support Assistant
Carly Capson  Administration Support Assistant
Gloria White  Educational Technician
Juan Gonzalez  Systems Engineering Lab Coordinator
Sam Hornbeck  Library Resources Specialist
Tarry Rago  Oceanographer
Wesley Vo  Administrative Officer

OTHERS PRESENT:

Aly Graves  GSEAS Receiving Agent
Bill Baier  PW Environmental Program Manager
1. Meeting was called to order at 0902.

2. HAZMAT CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT (HMC&M)

   a. We had a large HMC&M Committee Meeting on 12 December. All of the HAZMAT Representatives were invited as well as all of the Safety Coordinators and Safety Representatives. The purpose of the meeting was to provide training and awareness on the following topics:

      1) NSAMS Hazardous Waste Program
      2) HAZCOM and the Global Harmonized System (GHS)
      3) HAZMIN Awareness
      4) Chemical Hygiene

   b. The following HAZMAT instructions have been recently written or signed:

      1) NPSINST 5100.6, NPS Chemical Hygiene Plan. Signed 9 Dec 13
      2) NSAMINST 5100.1, Installation HAZCOM Plan. Signed 11 Dec 13
      3) NSAMINST 5090.3, HAZWASTE Management. Signed 10 Oct 13
      4) NPS HMC&M Plan - Draft copy undergoing final reviews and is almost ready for command endorsement.

3. Meeting was adjourned at 1015.